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A holistic, thorough assessment 

Streamlined, repeatable and efficient

Low touch but high quality

Technical Due Diligence
An exercise in maximising investor

returns

Technical due diligence is an important exercise in any investment decision

The Woodhurst Blueprint© for Technical Due Diligence, coupled with our
technical expertise and deep industry knowledge provides the perfect

approach for investors seeking an impartial due diligence partner
Click here to contact us today

The investor needs confidence that the code base is well
tested, well reviewed, high quality and largely bug free.

To avoid failures and maximise returns, investors need their technicical due
diligence to be:

Here are the Top 5 things to consider during technical due diligence

Annual growth rate of
Fintech market globally

Prospects assessed for
 every investment

Return from over 20
hours of due diligence

1. Delve into the code base

2. Road test the product

3. Understand the data landscape

5. Assess the platform scalability

4. Evaluate the security standards

At a minimum the product must operate as expected,
without any fundamental issues.

Data needs to be well managed across the tech stack
and within the organisation

The security protocols across the tech stack and the
processes that support it must be rigorous.

The platform and all integration points must be able to
support the anticipated growth.

Watch out for platforms built by third parties or where
knowledge of the current code base has left the firm

Data breaches carry extensive fines under GDPR and
the reputational damage could prove fatal for a
smaller, start up organisation

65% of start ups fail because they can't scale.
Investors need confidence that the target can meet
growth expectations

RBS invested £5m in Loot but found the product
lacked the functionality that was promised and

orginially advertised

MyBizHomePage was valued at £100m but folded
following a series a attacks on a known vulnerability
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